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Abstract 
In this study, we propose a fast and memory-efficient iterative CT reconstruction algorithm based on top-down octree generation 

that adaptively subdivides the reconstruction grid. The resolution of the reconstruction grid is determined according to the 
geometrical complexity of the scanned shape. The proposed algorithm can effectively avoid creating a large data file because 
the homogenous regions on a CT reconstruction result can be represented by sparse sampling.  
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1  Introduction 
Computed tomography (CT) scanning technology has been used in various industries for the last decade. There are two major 

approaches to reconstruct CT image: filtered back projection (FBP) and iterative optimization algorithms [4]. Reconstruction 
using an iterative optimization algorithm requires greater calculation time than FBP. However, the quality of the result is superior 
to that of FBP (see Figure 2). 
Here, we propose a fast and memory-efficient iterative CT reconstruction algorithm based on top-down octree generation that 
subdivides the reconstruction grid adaptively. The resolution of the reconstruction grid is determined according to the geometrical 
complexity of the scanned shape. In addition, the proposed algorithm can avoid creating a large data file because the homogenous 
regions on a CT reconstruction result can be represented by sparsely sampled grid. An algorithm using adaptive sampling grid 
has been proposed in the medical imaging field [2]. To provide visualization that may lead to better diagnoses, the algorithm 
subdivides the reconstruction area based on a criterion for the gradient of the CT value. In industrial applications, the geometrical 
accuracy of a reconstructed shape is much more important than the the accuracy of the field of CT values. Therefore, we propose 
a reconstruction algorithm on an adaptive grid for obtaining an accurate shape. 
 

 
        Figure 1: Cross sections of octree grids generated by the proposed algorithm and the resultant mesh 
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Figure 2: Advantages of iterative optimization algorithms (left), against filtered back projection (right). 

2  Algorithm 
Given a sinogram (a sequence of X-ray projection images), the proposed algorithm generates an appropriate octree representing 

a CT volume. As a result, we can obtain a finely subdivided octree on the region corresponding to the complex part of the shape. 
As shown in Figure 1, the algorithm subdivides the initial octree through a repeated process. At each step in the process, the 
following procedure is applied: 
 
1. Apply an ordered subsets convex (OS-convex) algorithm [3] based on an iterative maximum likelihood approach to compute 

the CT value at the center of each octree cell. 
2. Extract a triangle mesh representing the boundary surface of the object using a dual marching cubes algorithm [1]. 
3. Subdivide the leaf nodes of the octree and obtain a finer octree. 
4. Compute the CT values and extract a fine mesh on the finer octree. 
5. Compute the distance between two meshes. If the distance at a vertex is greater than a threshold, the cells of the original 

octree that include the vertex are replaced with the cells of the finer octree, and go back to step 2. Otherwise, terminate the 
whole procedure. 

 
For more details, we explain the algorithm for extracting a triangle mesh (step 2) in section 2.1. The details of the subdivision 

process (step 3) are described in section 2.2. 

2.1 Triangle Mesh Extraction on Octree 
In our method, dual marching cubes [1] is used to extract a triangle mesh from the octree. Dual marching cubes is a variation 

of marching cubes [5], which is one of the most well-known mesh extraction algorithm (for an explanation on marching cubes, 
please read [5]). In dual marching cubes, the algorithm also used in marching cubes is applied to compute the positions of the 
mesh vertices. The difference is the type of input grid used for vertex computation (see Figure 3). Marching cubes generates 
mesh vertices on a regular grid, but in dual marching cubes, mesh vertices is computed on a dual grid, which is geometrically 
dual to an input-structured grid. Note that the original version of dual marching cubes computes the vertex of the dual grid by 
solving an optimization problem. However, in our algorithm, the dual vertex is the center of the corresponding leaf node for 
simplicity. 

2.2 Octree Subdivision 
In this section, we explain the determination of the subdivision. 警岫�岻 is the triangular mesh from the octree of level � (�岫�岻), 

and 警脱in奪 is the triangular mesh generated from the finer octree �脱in奪 (see Figure 4). For each vertex �� ∈ 警脱in奪, the minimum 
distance �� is computed from 警岫�岻. If �� is greater than the threshold �, the corresponding leaf nodes of �岫�岻 is subdivided and 
a new octree �岫�+1岻 is generated. 

To be more specific, each triangle of 警岫�岻 is assigned to the intersecting leaf nodes of �岫�岻 in step 2 of the proposed 
algorithm. After generating �脱in奪 in step 3, find a group of leaf nodes 詣岫�岻 ⊂ �脱in奪 which constructs a dual cell � (the 
algorithm for finding 詣岫�岻 is described in [1]). Also, find triangles � that are stored in the parent nodes of 詣岫�岻, which is leaf 
nodes of �岫�岻. Then, for each vertex generated from �, compute the minimum distance from � (if no triangle exists in �, the 
infinite value is assigned to the minimum distance). If any minimum distances are greater than �, all the parent nodes of 詣岫�岻 
are flagged for subdividsion. After repeating this procces for the entire dual cells of �脱in奪, subdivide the flagged leaf nodes of �岫�岻 to generate �岫�+1岻. 
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Figure 3: Primal grid and its dual grid (left), and the extracted polyline from the dual grid (right). 

 

 
Figure 4: Subdivision procces and the computation of the geometric error. 

3  Result  
In this chapter, we introduce results of the proposed algorithm for two examples; a resin pipe holder and an aluminium link. 

The example shown on Figure 5 is the pipe holder (plate size, ねに × ねに mm; inner diameter, ぬに mm; outer diameter, 34 mm). 
Note that the size of both models were measured using Vernier calipers. For scanning, a にどね8 × にどね8 pixel detector was used, 
but for pipe holder, the number of pixels of the sinogram is などにね × などにね because に × に binning was applied. In this example, 
the algorithm started with the initial octree generated by four times subdivision to all octree nodes, i.e. the number of leaf nodes 
was な6 × な6 × な6. The resultant octree was generated with � = などμm, after six iterations. The surface of the conventional CT 
volume, that was reconstructed using OS-convex with regular grid, and the surface of the octree CT volume, that was 
reconstructed using the proposed method, are shown in Figure 5. In both cases, 200 projections are used for the reconstruction. 
The coloring on the meshs represents the surface differences compared to a surface extracted from a CT volume reconstructed 
with 800 projections using FBP. 

The example shown on Figure 6 is the link (maximum length, 175 mm). For the link model, the pixel size of the sinogram was にどね8 × にどね8 (binning was not applied). The algorithm started with the same initial octree (な6 × な6 × な6 number of leaf nodes), 
but in this example, the resultant octree was generated with � = などμm, after seven iterations. The surface of the conventional 
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CT volume, that was reconstructed using FBP with regular grid, and the surface of the octree CT volume, that was reconstructed 
using the proposed method, are shown in Figure 6. 2000 projections are used for the conventional CT volume, and 500 projections 
are used for the octree CT volume. Table 1 represents the computation times for reconstruction and the data sizes of the CT 
volumes. 
 We used few number of projections for the reconstruction using OS-convex method, because OS-convex method generates 
accurate CT image using only few number of projection, compared with FBP. 
 

Table 1: Computation times for reconstruction and data sizes of CT volumes. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 5: A photo of the pipe holder (middle), the surface extracted from the conventional CT volume with regular grid (left), 
the surface extracted from the octree CT volume that was reconstructed using the proposed algorithm (right). Both results were 
reconstructed with 200 projections. The coloring on the meshes represents the differences compared with the mesh obtained 
from the CT volume that is reconstructed using FBP with 800 projections. 
 
 

 
Figure 6: A photo of the link (middle), the surface extracted from the conventional CT volume with a regular grid (left), the 
surface extracted from the octree CT volume that was reconstructed using the proposed algorithm. 2000 projections are used for 
the conventional CT volume, and 500 projections are used for the octree CT volume. 
 

type of CT volume computation time memory

conventional CT volume (OS-convex) 15min 3.1GB

octree CT volume (proposed method) 9min 26MB

conventional CT volume (FBP) 40min 34GB

octree CT volume (proposed method) 1h 15min 39MB

pipe holder

link
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4  Conclusions  
In this study, we proposed a method for iterative CT reconstruction based on top-down octree generation. The main differences 

of our algorithm to the conventional octree generation is that we used geometric errors to decide the level of subdivision and that 
octree generation is applied during the reconstruction process. Also, we could confirm that the proposed algorithm works well 
for generating octrees which efficiently reduce the memory with small geometric errors.  
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